
Tempest by Kilmore 

Flying by like a hurricane  
You bring it to life  

Everywhere you go  
Calm of the night  

The shadow is where you hide  
Rolling through the mountains  

Everywhere you go  
Like a diamond road  
Falling from the sky  

Burning bright and bold  
You can hear the cry  

The air is filled tonight  
The hills are where you roam  
The thunder roars above me  

Everywhere it go 
  

The passing of the rain  
The wind is high and low  
Thunderbolts are rolling  

Calling from below  
Like a diamond road  
Falling from the sky  

Burning bright and bold  
You can hear the cry  

 
It’s electric noise coming from the air  

 
Bring me back to life  

The wild world passing by  
 

Flying by like a hurricane  
The Gods flying above me  

Darkness hides below  
Calm of the night  

The shadow is where you hide  
Rolling through the mountains  

Coming from below  
 

Bring me back to life  
The wild world passing by  

Trouble waters are moving down  
Down on me  

 
Bring me back to life  

It’s electric noise burning bright and wild  
It’s electric noise coming from the air 



Omitted 
A whisper,  

Silent composure,  
A life not lived in vain.  

 
A feeling,  

 It’s strangely distant,  
 

All this still remains  
Where are the heroes of today? Crashing into each other  
We make up all the simple things Calling all us together  

 
Resistances,  

Silent persistence,  
 

I know you’re the only one  
Where are the heroes of today? Crashing into each other  
We make up all the simple things Calling all us together  

 
I see you, falling far, falling far away  

I see you, you're falling far, falling far away  
 

Where are the heroes of today? Falling into each other  
We make up all the simple things Calling all us together  

Where are the heroes of today? Crashing into each other  
We make up all the simple things 



 

The Destroyer 
Where do the days go?  

As the night fall  
As it blows in the wind  

 
There's  a fire   

Through an emptiness  
That I see in your eyes  

 
You’re the destroyer.  

And you build it up, just to burn it down  
Deceiving like the wind  

As the game goes  
You seek it out  

You can't see what is there 
 

You’re the destroyer.  
A black star that use to shine bright  

Here comes the fire  
Burning it out of you from the inside  

 
You drag along  
Nothing more   
Take your time  

Take it all  
X2  

 
You’re the destroyer.  

A black star that use to shine bright  
Here comes the fire  

Burning it out of you from the inside out 
 

You're the destroyer 
Out from the inside 
You're the destroyer 
Out from the inside 



 

Firestone 
Broken and Alone  

Sitting by the firestone  
And I’m reaching for the sun  

Crawling in the dark  
And I’m far from home  

Am I pleading to the Sun  
 

Shining your light through On the riverside   
Tell the reason  

Is it weighing you down?  
 

In your hideaway  
Searching the unknown  

Are you closer to the one?  
Trying to pretend  

That we have no end  
That we come here alone  

 
Shining your light through  

And you’re mystified  
Tell me the meaning  

Is it written in the stars  
 

Shining your light through  
Are we unified  

Tell me the reason  
That you’ve broken it apart  

 
Your broken to the bone  
Your in your hideaway  

Are your closer to the light?  
Are you closer to the one?  

 
See the firestone  
In your hideaway  

Are you closer to it,  
Closer to the light?  

In your firestone  
See a different light  
Are you closer to it,  
Closer to the one?  

 
Shining your light through  

On the riverside   
Tell the reasons  

Is it weighing you down?  
 

Shining your light through  
Are you’re mystified  
Tell me the meaning 

Is it weighing you down?  
 



Underneath 
 

Soaring down, fall to the ground.  
Frozen in time, it spins around.  

Through the doorway in my mind  
 

Bring it up, then tearing it down  
Looking inside, starring blind  

I’m the one who’s buried and sound.  
 

And you fall behind,  
and you’re burning through. 

You took me down,  
And I’m floating in the moonlight.  

You are somebody,  
who will let it go 

 
 

But life is hard,  
When you are roaming through the desert.  

Disappeared and hanging fear.  
Nothing is wrong but you’re holding on,  

Decaying in your mind.  
Frozen here and losing the years.  

Let myself be in envy  
Fall down to the deep underneath.  

 
You fall behind 

and you're burning through 
You took me down and  

I'm floating in the moonlight 
You are somebody who will let it go  

But life is hard when you are waking through the dessert.  
 

Roaming through the land.  
You bring it to me but it’s blurry.  

Roaming through the land.  
Your heart skips a beat,  

Don’t worry.  
 

And you fall behind,  
and you’re burning through..  

You took me down,  
And I’m floating in the moonlight.  



You are somebody,  
Who will let it go 

 
But life is hard,  

When you are roaming through the desert.  
Oh your walking away  

But I will live through this day  
x2

 

 



Rapture 
 

Time is taking my life away 

Are you living this life right? 

You are telling me what to say 

Everybody waiting in line. 

La la la la la la la la la la la 

 

Spasm, syncope, delirium 

Blood floating to my brain. 

Loss of consciousness 

A missing beat on the drum 

La la la la la la la la la la la 

 

Uncontrollable excitement 

Are you questioning my mental state? 

Temporary state of confusion 

It’s a delusion running through my head. 

La la la la la la la la la la la 

 

It’s a Revelation 

Hallucinations 
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